Online Learning Opportunities During COVID-19

The Greater Detroit Association would like to share with you some wonderful online resources to stay engaged in the humanities, arts and sciences while maintaining healthy social distance. Several entities listed below have developed virtual programming during COVID-19 to replace their usual onsite offerings. Others have robust online resources even when we are not in the midst of a pandemic. For updates about virtual learning opportunities, follow Greater Detroit Phi Beta Kappa on Facebook and Twitter. Have fun exploring the following resources!

PHI BETA KAPPA SOCIETY
Podcast "Smarty Pants"
Podcast "Key Conversations"
Virtual book club "Spoiler Alert"

THEATER & FILM
Virtual Cinema Detroit
Michigan Theater Virtual Screenings
National Theatre Home

LECTURES
Distinguished Speaker Series, Penny Stamps School of Art & Design, Univ. of Michigan
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute Ann Arbor
World Affair Councils of America Webinars

MUSEUMS
Detroit Institute of the Arts at Home
Smithsonian Learning Lab
Metropolitan Museum of Art
Virtual tours of six other world-class museums

LIBRARY
Michigan eLibrary "Learning from home during COVID-19"

ZOO
Detroit Zoo "Virtual Vitamin Z" and Animal Live Cams

TRAVEL
Pure Michigan "Travel Michigan Virtually"